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Hey all PokÃ©mon hunters, Are you guys looking for some incredible tips and tricks to find the best

PokÃ©monâ€™s? Are you tired of walking miles without finding your favorite characters?  Do you

want to be a pro at PokÃ©mon Go in just a few hours?  Well, then this book has it all.PokÃ©mon Go

is the most favorite game currently and all PokÃ©mon lovers are just going gaga over this app. With

this PokÃ©mon go guide you will actually be able to learn some PokÃ©mon capturing secrets, hints

to find your favorite PokÃ©mon, tips, and tricks to play this game like a pro and much, much

more!This book contains so many helpful tips that PokÃ©mon Go lovers will be able to use and

enjoy. The best part is this book also answers some of the most frequently asked questions about

the game and helps gamers to enjoy the game without any hassle. This helpful guide also gives

some brief information about PokÃ©mon franchise, the launch of the game, and an introduction to

the game so that new gamers too get a quick idea about this game. Here is a preview of what you'll

learn :- About PokemonWhat is PokÃ©mon?What is PokÃ©mon GoInstalling and Starting the

GameFINDING AND CATCHING POKEMONTHE POKESTOPCapturing PokÃ©monEvolving

PokÃ©monThe Pokemon GymPokÃ©mon Gym TeamHow to Take Over a GymBattle a

PokÃ©monTHE POKECOINSEARNING XP & LEVELING UPThe Eggs and IncubatorsTips and

TricksPikachu as a starter PokÃ©monPOKEDOX This PokÃ©mon go guide is helpful for players all

over the world as this game is so popular and played worldwide. Most of the tips and tricks

discussed in this book can be applied universally. This book is also very short yet effective so

itâ€™s perfect for a quick read before the game. All in all, I would like to say that this ultimate

PokÃ©mon go guide will help you explore some of the best features of the game effortlessly, help

you evolve new PokÃ©mon characters, find some rare PokÃ©monâ€™s and also help you enjoy the

game to the very maximum.Download this eBook now! Becauseâ€¦.. We gotta catchâ€™ em all,

POKEMON!  So what are you waiting for? Hurry Up and get you copy TODAY!Tags- Pokemon Go

book,Pokemon go guide book, Pokemon Go Tips and tricks, Pokemon secrets, Pokemon hints,

Pokemon strategies, how to play Pokemon,Pokemon Go for newbies,Pokedox,Pikachu,Pokemon

Book,Pikachu,Pikachu Books
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A Great guide for beginners, its the perfect book for playing and achieving better results. This book

is exactly what it says, and ultimate guide to PokÃ©mon Go. It gives a great introduction and clear

instructions on how to get started with the game. I can see that it would also be helpful to a more

advanced player as well, since it not only contains the basics (finding and downloading the app) but

also secrets and tips to increase ones chances of success in capturing Pokemon. Lots of details

and pictures to help as well. The author goes on to detail some of the more difficult aspects of the

game as well. If you want to know about PokÃ©mon Go and how to play, then this is the book for

you.

Pokemon Go is a great fun game to play, and if you aren't used to fun, digital, phone or interactive

games then it can be a little confusing to start with. This new Pokemon Go guide containing updated

information is beyond useful for anyone wanting to start playing Pokemon Go. The author does a

great job describing the game and how to get started playing. From beginning to end, this book is

packed with useful information and is easy to read and comprehend. I would highly recommend it.

I have read three Pokemon ebooks this far and the overwhelming majority of the content of each are

the same. Maybe there is only so much you can tell about this game or maybe they are all following

the same guide, but I did not see anything unique about this book. Now don't get me wrong, the



information in this guide is valuable to a player and is well written, but compared to the other guides,

it is just more of the same. Hopefully I can find a guide that is new with updated information, but until

then you will only need one of these guides to hell you through the game.

I really enjoy playing Pokemon a lot and have tried to keep myself up to date about it as well so far.

This was an effort for the same and I thought of getting a book to read as well to see if and how it

can help me do any better on the game. After finishing my reading I realized there was still so much

which I didn't knew when I started and this book gave me an idea about those unknowns. The

content on the book is very precisely laid out touching on all the important topics about the games. It

covers the basics on how to play and how go around which was interestingly a good read even

though I knew how to. Then it gets into other topics like Wild Pokemon, balls etc. I would definitely

recommend this to anyone who loves this game and am sure it will help anyone from a newbie to a

pro.

Pokemon Go book is equally fun in reading the details of the game as it is while playing game.

PokemonGo is my favourite time pass and the game is very addictive. After reading the book, I

came to know how to collect more points, how to score more and have more fun. This book is good

for beginner and to expert in this game as it covers the entire topic starting from downloading the

game to win it till the end. Read it if you are ready for some fun and enjoy the game. Best part is this

is a free app.

PokÃ©mon go is one for the most fascinating guidebook for the readers with complete detail and

information about this game. This book is clear and very easy to read. The author has done an

excellent job and described plenty of effective strategies inside of this book. In this book we can

read everything we need to know starting from the moment that you click on the game icon to open

it and more. I did find new tips and tricks that can be useful in playing this game. This book enlarged

my knowledge and boosted up my gaming skills too.

This is a great beginners guide to learn the tips and tricks on playing Pokemon Go. Pokemon Go is

an app that you download to your smart phone and go around catching Pokemon. This game is

highly addictive. With This guide you will be set as this guide goes thru everything needed to get

started playing today. The guide has great quality images to help you get the most of the game and

find all the best Pokemon . One thing I love about this book is how detailed and thorough it is . The



author really took their time to get the best information out so we may enjoy the Pokemon Go app

more. Best of all the Pokemon app this free to download. Pokemon Go is fun alone or with family

and friends. Plus not to mention all the cardio you will be doing trying to catch them all. I highly

recommend this guide for all my fellow Pokemon lovers.
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